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NIH covered up longtime payment scheme. We sued twice in federal court. We are winning. Here’s their
production – so far.
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Chris Coffman A Prince Among Men Jun 2

Well done! Your work is a great service to America—thank you!
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Dbirdey Capozzi Jun 3

Goodbye, old world!

This is good news for humanity! To see these structures exposed for what they are is the point.
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James Bryson Jun 3

How many thousands of crimes, and millions of deaths, before the hangings begin?

Great investigative work Open the Books.
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Big E Big E’s Big Mouth Substack Jun 3

Brilliant work by Open the Books and Judicial Watch. The depth and breadth of fascistic corruption

are staggering. Thank you for exposing the truth (presumably to Congress as well).

Let justice begin and the American people claw back the illegal / immoral payments and policies that

are putting us in bondage.
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Frank Canzolino Jun 3

Good work.
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Kathlean J Keesler Jun 3

Thank you. Bring on Ryan DawsonFilms his #NUMEC located on X. @RyLiberty Dawson also did "The

Empire Unmasked".
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Bryan Tetzloff Jun 3

"Without Life, All Other Human Rights Are Irrelevant."
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barb dawson Jun 3

... and that leads us right into, WHO Pandemic Treaty.

Just great
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Big E Big E’s Big Mouth Substack Jun 3

Agreed about WHO Pandemic Treaty and IHRs. The problem now is how to get rid of similar or

worse laws that are baked into US Laws. Sasha Latypova and Katherine Watt have written

extensively on this topic:

* Sasha Latypova Due Diligence & Art: https://sashalatypova.substack.com/

* Katherine Watt Bailiwick News: https://bailiwicknews.substack.com/
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Weary Jun 3

Congresswoman Malliotakis asked the Evil elf again today in COVID oversight committee about the

exorbitant royalties received by NIH/NIAID from big pharma. The elf said he received only a minimal

amount himself from some monoclonal antibody patent or other. How is it that congressional oversight

can’t obtain all the redacted transaction records to each and every scientist that received royalties

from big pharma ...or have they?? 

😙

. How is it that NIH/NIAID doesn’t have to divulge that information

to Congress?? Where’s that written in the law? Or, are they just refusing to release it...like the Biden

audio via Hur Report??
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Adknanny Jun 3

Can state’s attorney general bring a case of fraud or graft ? US attorney general will not
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Big E Big E’s Big Mouth Substack Jun 3

Seems as though they should be able to, but most won't take the risk. Here's a link to the general

powers of AGs: https://www.naag.org/issues/powers-and-duties/

You could write to and call your own AG asking for an investigation. If you get the run-around

(which you probably will), send your letter in hard copy with return-receipt and/or certified mail:

https://faq.usps.com/s/article/Certified-Mail-The-Basics

I tried to get our AG to investigate the dangerous mRNA platform shots and got stymied every

time I sent an email or called. Finally, I resorted certified mail. That got me both an emailed and a

written response saying the AG (now) shared my concern and was investigating. We'll see what

happens...
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Simon Raab 21 hrs ago

District attorneys make choices every day about what should be prosecuted. We are all criminals then

because of the books full of laws that we all break everyday but are never selected for prosecution.

The choice to prosecute this was completely political. Glorifying in the legitimacy of the verdict

conveniently misses the point . It would take me an hour to find laws that you break every day.

Allowing this means they will come for you too one day.
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Pond23 Pond23’s Substack Jun 3

Well done.

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fauci-niaid-690-million-royalty-payments-during-covid-

pandemic/
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Rob Jun 3

A neglected area of concern is the payments to nonprofits and Catholic Charities for subsidizing illegal

immigration. As a Catholic I have stopped paying the annual Catholic appeal because I suspect it

subsidizes this activity, including housing, feeding, transporting, educating and treating illegal

immigrants. This is an area that Open The Books should investigate.... thank you for your work
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DaB Jun 3

The corruption goes deeper than that - follow the money. Big Pharma spends $Ms annually to lobby

Congress, money that coulda been invested in new product development. However, Big Pharma

shareholders expect financial returns on their investment money, or the company share price would

drop. All the $Ms in covid vax development funding was taxpayer money, but there’s no evidence of a

provision for taxpayers to get a financial return on their investment and Big Pharma isn’t risking any $.

In the private sector ALL investment $ availability is predicated on a reasonable expectation of return

of & on investment if the product sells, and if it doesn’t all that $ is lost, a pure expense on the P&L.

But if risk-free product development investment $ can be obtained from taxpayers and the only

expense involved is lobbying to create the pipeline and then royalties if the product sells, that’s as

great a financial bargain as exists. What other large private industry has such a legal financial gravy

train?! Congress extended liability immunity beyond the covid vax manufacturers to persons

administering it, which further reduced the financial downside risk from the product’s use, thus even

further sweetening the scheme’s bargain.

Adding to that were myriad actions to hide and obfuscate anything which could impair the covid vax

money gravy train. First, the contracts with Big Pharma were let for the first time via a secret

mechanism the CIA uses to hide it’s activities, so the drug development contracts using taxpayers’

money remain secret to taxpayers (the investors) and industry competitors. There’s zero national

security justification for this! When’s somebody going to sue to out these contracts?! Second, the

clinical trials data was also kept secret so parties had to sue for release, which only then occured in

small periodic drabs very long after the govt bought $Bs of unproven vax - with taxpayers’ $, which

automatically triggered and accelerated receipt of royalties. Third, every effort was made by the

involved ‘health’ agencies to promote the vax and aggressively suppress any even expert critical

review, comment, opinion or experience, and suppressed all competing alternatives to enable

widespread EUA use. This included financial incentives to hospitals and others to support the gravy

train’s scheme. All in direct support of increased royalties. Fourth, parties has to sue for release of

information about the royalty payments and even now complete information is withheld. Fifth, the vax

makers used confidential agreements to move product into other countries, which hid the paper trail

about the private global financial benefits of public investments - don’t the taxpayers, the original at

risk investors have a right to know??? All these actions had the effect of increasing the royalties,

enhancing the value of the scheme and protecting it for future use.

And one thought it was bad enough that the covid vax development contracts were let to a company

which was convicted of marketing fraud and another who never developed a vaccine before. The

above financial assistance scheme was made in heaven for such companies. Next we ought to be

asking how much money was made on the stocks of these companies by agency & Congressional

insiders who knew or were part of the scheme. And how many political favors were paid back to

cronies who got tipped off early???
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Kirsten Dumford Soulbee3 Substack Jun 3

Well done!!!!! 

👍
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Christine Zolman Jun 3

Thank you. Don’t have the time, energy, or the means. Thank YOU.
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Brenda Zepp Jun 3

Just...wow.
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Barbara Doyle Jun 3

Grateful that we can count on Open The Books to be our trusted watchdog over our corrupt

bureaucracies in government.
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Ernest Chorabik Ernest’s Substack Jun 3

as with everything else.. best thing to find the reason for something is to: "Follow the money"!

Nuremeberg 2.0 can NOT soon enough! Military style Justice! No Legalistic delays! and most of all:

absolutely NO appeals!!!
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Andrew Heard TV's Moral Philosophy Jun 3

This was always suspected but now we’re actually seeing confirmation of the facts behind it. Many

people were censored for making claims of this nature. Yet it was obviously true.
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jmsmithmd Jun 3

Why should scientist inventors on government payroll receive royalties? Not only should it be

transparent, the monies should go to the US treasury, not the foxes guarding the chicken coop.
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